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Abstract: SiO2 has been extensively studied as a superior insulating layer for innovative Fe-based soft
magnetic composites (SMCs). During the preparation process of SMCs, appropriate heat treatment
can effectively alleviate internal stress, reduce dislocation density, decrease coercivity, and enhance
permeability. Maintaining the uniformity and integrity of SiO2 insulating layers during heat treatment
is a challenging task. Hence, it is crucial to explore the heat-treatment process and its effects on the
magnetic properties of SMCs and their insulating layers. Herein, Fe–Si/SiO2 particles were prepared
using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and Fe–Si/SiO2 SMCs having a core–shell heterostructure
were synthesized through hot-press sintering, and investigations were conducted into how heat-
treatment temperature affected the microstructure of SMCs. This study thoroughly investigated the
relationship between the evolution of SiO2 insulating layers and the magnetic properties. Additionally,
the impact of the heat-treatment time on the magnetic properties of Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs was evaluated.
The results showed that in the temperature range of 823–923 K, the core–shell heterostructures grew
more homogeneous and uniform. Concurrently, the stress and defects inside the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs
were eliminated. When the temperature was raised over 973 K, the core–shell heterostructure was
disrupted, and SiO2 began to disperse. After following a heat-treatment process (923 K) lasting
up to 60 min, the resulting SMCs had high resistivity (1.04 mΩ·cm), the lowest hysteresis loss
(P10 mt/100 kHz of 344.3 kW/m3), high saturation magnetization (191.2 emu/g). This study presents a
new technique for producing SMCs using ceramic oxide as insulating layers. This study also includes
a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between microstructure, magnetic properties, and heat
treatment process parameters. These findings are crucial in expanding the potential applications of
ceramic oxide.

Keywords: ceramic oxide; insulating layer; soft magnetic composites; heat treatment; microscopic
change; magnetic properties

1. Introduction

Soft magnetic composites (SMCs), which have high saturation magnetization, high
permeability, and relatively low core loss, have been regarded as key components of
electromagnetic systems in higher-frequency ranges [1]. The advancement in frequency
conversion control techniques has made it imperative to minimize energy conversion loss
in SMCs in order to achieve the miniaturization and high-efficiency application of high-
frequency devices. SMCs are typically made up of iron or iron-based soft magnetic particles
that are coated with a thin insulating layer to form a core–shell heterostructure using
either physical or chemical methods. These particles are then compressed into the desired
shape and heat-treated. Soft magnetic particle matrix construction maintains excellent
magnetic properties, while the insulating layer significantly reduces eddy current loss in
SMCs. Heat-treatment conditions are crucial in SMC design and development [2]. High
internal stress and defect density, particularly dislocations, increase hysteresis loss during
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the compaction process. However, appropriate heat-treatment conditions can effectively
reduce dislocation density, coercivity, and hysteresis loss while enhancing permeability
in SMCs.

In recent times, there has been a surge in interest toward inorganic ceramic materials,
such as SiO2 [3], Al2O3 [4], and ZrO2 [5], owing to their exceptional all-around proper-
ties. These materials are easily obtainable, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly.
Compared to traditional organic insulating materials, inorganic ceramic materials possess
several advantages such as high resistivity, exceptional thermal stability, and chemical sta-
bility [6]. Previously, SMCs exhibiting desirable magnetic properties were created through
the use of a SiO2 insulating layer via the CVD method. The evolution process of the core–
shell heterostructure was examined during high-temperature sintering. A study found that
ceramic insulating layers have high hardness and brittleness, which causes them to shatter
easily at high temperatures [7]. This leads to damage to the core–shell heterostructure,
which hinders the reduction in eddy current loss in SMCs. In order to improve magnetic
performance and broaden the application range of SMCs with inorganic ceramic insulating
layers, it is important to develop techniques to customize the heat-treatment mechanism.
Tian utilized the sol–gel method to successfully design and manufacture FeSiBNbCu/SiO2
SMCs [2], while also thoroughly evaluating how the temperature of the heat-treatment
process affected the soft magnetic properties. Lei et al. [8] achieved outstanding magnetic
properties by heating iron-based SMCs with an Al2O3 insulating layer at 573–773 K for
60 min under an Ar atmosphere. However, when annealed at 873 K, the magnetic prop-
erties of the SMCs were dramatically weakened as a result of the interaction between
the decomposition product of zinc stearate and the Al2O3 insulating layer. Li et al. [9]
synthesized Fe–Si–Al-based SMCs with an ultrathin MoO3 composite insulating layer
using a two-step heat-treatment process and evaluated how their magnetic and mechanical
properties and electrical resistivity were affected by the initial and subsequent steps of
heat-treatment temperatures. The magnetic properties of SMCs were enhanced through
modifications in heat-treatment parameters. However, there are only a few published
studies on the impact of heat treatment on the evolution of the core–shell heterostructure
and magnetic properties of SMCs. A better understanding of these aspects can contribute
to the improvement of SMC design.

This study investigates the effect of heat-treatment parameters on the microscopic
changes in and magnetic properties of Fe–Si/SiO2 SMCs, which were synthesized using
CVD and hot-press sintering [10]. A comprehensive study was undertaken to explore
the correlation between the magnetic characteristics and structure of SMCs. The effect of
varying heat-treatment durations was also examined in relation to the magnetic properties
of Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs.

2. Experimental Procedure

The powdered Fe–Si alloys were sourced from Hualiu New Materials Co., Ltd. The
powders had a composition of Fe (93.4 wt%) and Si (6.6 wt%), with an average particle
diameter of 50 µm, and were produced via gas atomization. Tetraethyl orthosilicate
(C8H20O4Si, 99.0%) was purchased from Zhiyuan Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen,
China). Finally, Tianze Gas Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China) provided Ar gas (99.99%).

Fe-Si/SiO2 powders were synthesized through the CVD method (Figure 1), with
Fe-Si as the core and silicon dioxide as the shell. The process involved placing the Fe-Si
powder on a mesh sieve with 30 µm wide holes in a vertical tube oven and fluidizing it
with argon. To synthesize the core–shell particles, tetraethyl orthosilicate was inserted into
the oven at 667 ◦C under a constant argon flow of 300 mL/min for 60 min. The resulting
mixture was then placed in a graphite die containing 28.0 g of the particles and sintered
in a furnace with pressure assistance (14 MPa). The sintering process was conducted in a
temperature range of 298–1153 K. The temperature was gradually increased over a period
of 600 s and then maintained at 1153 K for 600 s. Then, the cooling rate was 1 K/s until
323 K. The obtained SMCs were heat-treated at 823, 873, 923, 973, and 1023 K for 30, 60,
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90, and 120 min after sintering, and the obtained SMCs’ ultimate measurements were as
follows: the as-synthesized SMCs had dimensions of 30 mm in outer diameter, 20 mm in
inner diameter, and 5 mm in height. To examine their characteristics, XRD with Cu Kα

radiation (Bruker D8 Advance, Saarbrucken, Germany) was used to analyze the solid-state
structure, while SEM (Tescan MIRA3 XMU, Brno, Czech Republic) was used to analyze
the morphologies and local chemical homogeneities. The magnetic characteristics of the
SMCs were examined under normal industrial settings using a B-H curve analyzer (SY-
8258 IWATSU, Tokyo, Japan). At 298 K, a vibrating sample magnetometer (MPMS-3) was
employed to investigate hysteresis loops over a magnetic field range of ± 20,000 Oe, with a
step size of 50 Oe. The resistivity of SMCs was measured using a ST2253y (Suzhou lattice
Electronics Co., Ltd, Suzhou, China) resistivity tester.
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Figure 1. Fe-Si/SiO2 powder was synthesized by CVD method.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evolution of the Core–Shell Heterostructure within the Fe–Si/SiO2 SMCs

Figure 2a–f presents the refined backscattered electron images (BSEs) of the Fe-Si/SiO2
SMCs after heat treatment at different temperatures. The images clearly show that the
number of pores in the heat-treated Fe–Si/SiO2 SMCs samples was lower than that in the
SMCs samples without heat treatment, as depicted in Figure 2a. The study revealed that
with an increase in the heat-treatment temperature from 823 K to 923 K, the size of pores
decreased considerably, as shown in Figure 2b–d. This was due to the even distribution of
the coatings and the subsequent increase in density and decrease in porosity with the rising
heat-treatment temperature. The SiO2 coating was progressively distributed along the
edge of the Fe-Si particles and became denser. The core–shell structure was fully preserved
until 923 K. However, at 973 K, black spots began to form at the Fe-Si particle boundaries,
indicating overheating (Figure 2e) [11]. After increasing the heat-treatment temperature
to 1023 K, as shown in Figure 2f, the previously organized grey zone began to exhibit
black pots, indicating that SiO2 was no longer confined to the edge of the particles but was
instead dispersing, leading to the disruption of the core–shell heterostructure. This can be
attributed to the excessive heat-treatment temperature [12], which leads to the deformation
of Fe-Si particles and the detachment of the insulating layer.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs, before and after heat treat-
ment at 923 K, are presented in Figure 3. Three diffraction peaks can be observed at 44.32◦,
64.75◦, and 82.36◦, which correspond to the (110), (200), and (211) planes, respectively, of
the body-centered cubic structure’s -Fe(Si) (COD 96-900-6622) phase. The crystal’s space
group is Im3m (229) and exhibits characteristic peaks at 41.79◦ and 48.76◦, indicating the
presence of the SiO2 phase (COD 96-901-2604). The XRD experimental results were refined
using Rietveld refinement to estimate potential phase changes in the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs. The
Rietveld calculations were found to be consistent with the experimental results based on
the low values of Rp (peak residual variance factor), which were 7.22 before heat treatment
and 7.18 after heat treatment, and S (goodness of fit), which were 1.96 before heat treatment
and 1.58 after heat treatment. Meanwhile, the unit cell parameters before and after heat
treatment were almost unchanged (for α-Fe (Si)—a = b = c = 2.849, α = β = γ = 90◦; for
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SiO2—a = b = 4.625, c = 5.216, α = β = 90◦, γ = 120◦). This indicates that the heat treatment
had a slight to no effect on the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs’ internal structure.
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3.2. Effects of Heat-Treatment Temperature on the Magnetic Properties of Fe–Si/SiO2 SMCs

Figure 4 illustrates the magnetic hysteresis loops of the Fe-Si/SiO2 soft magnetic
composites (SMCs) after undergoing heat treatment. The saturation magnetization (Ms) of
the heat-treated Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs is significantly higher than that of the non-treated SMCs.
As the heat-treatment temperature increases from 823 K to 1023 K, the Ms values also
increase considerably, as shown in Figure 4a. This is due to the increase in density observed
in the SEM topography of the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMC surface after polishing (Figure 2), which
leads to a higher content of magnetic particles in the unit volume of Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs.
Furthermore, despite the destruction of the core–shell structure, the phase composition
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remains almost unchanged, suggesting that the heat treatment did not affect the number
of magnetic phases. According to the magnetization theory, the relationship between
coercivity and the magnetic anisotropy constant, saturation magnetostriction coefficient,
internal stress, and saturation magnetization of soft magnetic materials is

Hc ∝ (λsσ + K)/Ms2 (1)

where λs is the saturation magnetostriction coefficient, Ms is the saturation magnetization,
σ is the internal stress, and K is the magnetic anisotropy constant. The increase in the
heat-treatment temperature not only reduced the internal stress but also increased the
saturation magnetization. Therefore, it can be seen from Equation (1) that the coercive force
gradually decreases. Additionally, elevated heat-treatment temperatures may lead to grain
growth [13–15], subsequently causing a reduction in grain boundary density [16]. This, in
turn, results in a decrease in coercivity due to a decrease in the effect of fixing the domain
walls. As the heat-treatment temperature increases, it creates an excessive temperature field
within the powder. This field gradually decreases from the inside out, leading to a change
in the size and shape of the Fe-Si particles. This constrains the expansion or contraction of
the adjacent area and generates new internal stress [17]. Therefore, the coercivity increases
again, as shown in Figure 4b.
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Resistivity, which is inversely proportional to conductivity, is a useful parameter for
characterizing the electrical conduction of metal composites. The presence of defects in
conduction electrons acts as scattering centers, and reducing these defects can lead to a
decrease in resistivity [18] as the heat-treatment temperature increases. The disappearance
of pores generated during the molding process also contributes to this trend [7]. Even
though the SiO2 insulating layers become more complete and uniform on the surface of
the Fe–Si particles as the internal stress decreases, as shown in Figure 5, the resistivity
still slightly decreases within the 823–973 K range for the heat treatment. Moreover, the
downward trend may be impacted by the increased grain size of the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs with
higher heat-treatment temperatures while the density of the grain boundary with the higher
resistivity decreases [19]. As the temperature of the heat treatment increased, the Fe-Si
particles underwent deformation and the SiO2 particles were dispersed throughout the
material rather than being confined to the surface of the particles. This dispersion occurred
due to damage to the core–shell structure and the prevention of the initial separation of the
Fe-Si particles [20]. As a result, the resistivity of the material was significantly reduced.
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Figure 6 illustrates the impact of temperature variations on the frequency stability and
permeability of the SMC. Generally, with increasing working frequency, the Fe–Si/SiO2
SMCs’ permeability decreases [21]. The domain walls become harder to move as a result of
the residual stress’s impact on the magnetic properties of SMCs, and the pinning effect that
results in lower permeability [22]. As a consensus, high-temperature heat treatment can
reduce dislocation density, produce defects with a low-volume proportion, and remove
residual stress [23,24]. However, at higher frequencies, the decreased permeability is
caused by the magnetic dilution effect in complete and dense insulating layers. As a
consequence, the resistivity is increased because the Fe-Si particles are prevented from
interacting. Another explanation for this is SiO2 and Fe-Si particles were exchange-coupled,
resulting in an efficient surface spin orientation [25]. Nevertheless, after heat treatment
at higher temperatures, the permeability of the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs stabilizes at higher
frequencies because a complete insulating layer favors an increase in the depth of the skin
effect as the working frequency rises [26]. As the temperature for heat treatment increased
to 973 and 1023 K, it caused the powders’ substrate to come into close contact with the
breakdown of the core–shell heterostructure, leading to a faster decline in permeability.
However, when SMCs were heat-treated at 923 K, it resulted in a higher and more stable
magnetic permeability that was maintained across a wider frequency range.

The distribution of various types of Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs’ total loss (Pcv) is shown in
Figure 7a. The Pcv values increased with frequency for all SMCs. Additionally, Pcv initially
increased with higher heat-treatment temperatures before decreasing. The SMCs heat
treated at 923 K had the lowest total loss, reaching 639.9 kW/m3, which was a 32.6% and
27.8% decrease compared to SMCs that underwent heat treatment at 1023 K and those that
did not.
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As per the classical Bertotti loss separation theory [20], Pcv can be split into three parts:
hysteresis loss (Physt), eddy current loss (Pe), and excess loss (Pexc) [27].

Pcv = Physt + Pec + Pexc (2)
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The area of the quasi-static hysteresis loop multiplied by the frequency is the definition
of Physt, as in Equation (3) below:

Physt = ChystBα
m f (3)

where f is the frequency; Bm is the maximum induction; Chyst, as the simulation factor, is
the hysteresis coefficient; and α, for the majority of ferromagnetic materials and alloys,
ranges between 1.6 and 2.2. Pec, depending on the efficiency of vortex operation, and can
be defined as:

Pec = Pinter
ec + Pintra

ec

= 6π2d2
eff × B2

m f 2[−0.633 × (w/h)tanh(1.58h/w) + 1]−1β1ρs + π2d2 × B2
m f 2

(
β2ρp

)−1 (4)

where Pinter
ec and Pintra

ec are the inter- and intra-particle eddy current coefficients, respectively.
The effective eddy current dimension thickness is the specimen (deff), and the particle size
is d. ρs and ρp stand for the specimen’s and the particles’ bulk resistivity, respectively. w
and h stand for the rectangle’s width and height, respectively, whereas β1 denotes the
geometrical property of the rectangle’s cross-section. Different geometries have different
values for the granular geometrical constant β2; for spheres, β2 = 20 [1]. Pexc depends on
the test frequency, applied magnetic field, and the number of active magnets in quasi-static
and dynamic magnetization. Therefore, Pexc∝f 1.5 is not accurate enough to analyze the loss
separation. The expression is changed as follows:

Pexc = CexcBx
m f y (5)

The coefficients for the magnetic field and frequency are x and y, respectively, where
Cexc is the excess coefficient. Initially, the Pcm/f vs. f curve was fit using a linear fitting
method, and the fitted curve was extrapolated to the zero-frequency point to obtain the
intercept of the hysteresis loss value under quasi-static conditions. By nonlinear fitting of
quasi-static Physt at different magnetic field intensities, Chyst and α can be obtained. Then,
based on Equation (5) [28], the eddy current loss parameters obtained in Equation (4) and
the hysteresis loss parameters are combined to calculate the constants of the residual loss, as
shown in Table S1. By separating the loss of various SMCs, the influence of heat-treatment
temperature on the loss of SMCs’ core–shell structure and SiO2 insulating layers was further
understood, as can be seen in Figure 7b–d.

At lower heat-treatment temperatures, the residual stress in SMCs remains unreleased,
resulting in a higher Physt. However, as the heat-treatment temperature increases, lattice
defects decrease, tension is released, and the magnetic domain structure relaxes, leading to
a decline in Physt. The grain size also plays a crucial role in affecting Physt, as smaller grain
sizes result in higher grain boundary density, which ultimately fixes domain walls and
significantly impacts Physt. A rise in heat-treatment temperature is frequently accompanied
by an increase in grain size. As a result, Physt initially dropped as the heat-treatment
temperature rose. Regrettably, the substrate of core–shell particles is deformed by the high
heat-treatment temperature, which causes the SMCs’ internal structure to revert to chaos
and cause Physt to rise. The Pec value remained relatively stable in the temperature range
of 823–973 K due to minimized stress during the pressing process and maintained the
integrity of the insulating layers, resulting in less fluctuation compared to Physt.

As the temperature of heat treatment increased to 1023 K, the insulating layers between
the ferromagnetic particles dispersed within the SMCs. This led to the formation of point
contact between Fe-Si particles, causing the effective radius of the eddy current to expand
and resistivity to drop. As a result, Pec increased. Compared to SMCs without heat
treatment, only 11.8% less Pec was lost in the SMCs heat treated at 923 K, whereas the Physt
decreased by 41.9%. And, hence, the strongest effect of heat treatment temperature on loss
was Physt. Table 1 lists SMCs’ magnetic properties wherein, clearly, 923 K and 973 K are the
preferable temperatures for heat treatment.
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Table 1. Comparison of magnetic properties of SMCs with different heat-treatment temperatures.

Heat-Treatment
Temperature (K)

Permeability
(300 kHz)

Saturation
Magnetization

(emu/g)

Coercivity
(Oe)

Resistivity
(mΩ·cm)

Total Loss
at 10 mT and 100 kHz

(kW/m3)

Before heat
treatment 40.5 184.0 7.6 1.08 1131.3

823 37.7 188.9 5.1 1.05 949.3
873 38.5 189.8 5.0 1.04 867.1
923 39.4 191.2 4.9 1.04 779.3
973 38.8 190.9 6.3 1.02 710.0

1023 15.8 194.5 6.4 0.74 1043.4

3.3. Effects of Heat-Treatment Time on the Magnetic Properties of Fe–Si/SiO2 SMCs

Table 2 displays the magnetic properties of the Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs that were heat-treated
at 923 K for different durations. The purpose of this analysis was to investigate the effect
of heat-treatment time on magnetic properties. Figure 8 illustrates the microstructure and
evolution of SMCs, along with their magnetic properties, including saturation magneti-
zation, coercivity, permeability, resistivity, and hysteresis loss. According to Figure 8 and
Table 2, the saturation magnetization increases as the heat-treatment time is extended, while
the SMCs gradually become denser. Additionally, the coercivity decreases as stress and
defects are relieved, but increases with the presence of a chaotic internal magnetic domain
structure and a destroyed core–shell heterostructure. Hysteresis loss has a similar trend
and permeability exhibits the opposite. It is significantly different for resistivity; it slightly
decreases owing to the reduction in pores with the extension of the heat-treatment time,
and a significant drop occurs after the Fe–Si particles are deformed under an excessively
long heat-treatment time, which destroys the core–shell heterostructure.

Table 2. Comparison of magnetic properties of SMCs heat-treated at various times.

Heat-Treatment
Time (min)

Permeability
(300 kHz)

Saturation
Magnetization

(emu/g)

Coercivity
(Oe)

Resistivity
(mΩ·cm)

Hysteresis Loss at
10 mT and 100 kHz

(kW/m3)

Before heat
treatment 35.1 184.0 7.6 1.08 821.2

30 36.1 190.4 5.9 1.04 626.5
60 39.4 191.2 4.9 1.04 344.3
90 36.5 193.9 5.1 1.03 489.2
120 12.1 195.3 8.3 0.85 520.6
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These results suggest that a shorter heat-treatment time has a limited effect on the
removal of stress, as defects still persist in the particles. This, in turn, hinders the improve-
ment in permeability and reduction in hysteresis loss. On the other hand, an excessive
heat-treatment time can lead to the destruction of the insulating layer, which significantly
decreases resistivity and increases eddy current loss. Therefore, the ideal heat-treatment
time at a temperature of 923 K was found to be between 60 and 90 min.

4. Conclusions

This study aimed to analyze the magnetic properties of Fe-Si/SiO2 SMCs and the
effect of heat-treatment parameters on the microscopic characteristics of core–shell het-
erostructures. The main findings can be summarized as follows:

Firstly, the study found that as the heat-treatment temperature increased within a
range of 823–923 K, the core–shell heterostructures became more uniform and the SiO2
insulating layers became more homogeneous. At the same time, the stress and defects
inside the SMCs were gradually eliminated. The core–shell heterostructure of the SMCs
was found to be damaged when the heat-treatment temperature exceeded 973 K, caus-
ing SiO2 to scatter. In addition, increasing the heat-treatment temperature resulted in a
decrease in resistivity, coercivity, and total loss (primarily, hysteresis loss). However, the
loss and coercivity increased again when the heat-treatment temperature exceeded 973 K.
The resistivity gradually decreased due to the damaged core–shell heterostructure, while
the saturation magnetization remained relatively stable. Similar results were obtained for
the impact of the heat-treatment time on magnetic properties. Comparing the magnetic
properties, it was concluded that a heat-treatment time of 60–90 min was most appropriate.
Finally, when the SMCs were heat-treated at 923 K for 60 min, they showed stabiliza-
tion of permeability at lower frequencies and exhibited a relatively low hysteresis loss
(Physt,10 mT and 100 kHz of 344.3 kW/m3) with a 41.9% reduction, a Ms of 191.2 emu/g, and a
resistivity of 1.04 mΩ·cm, which owns the best magnetic properties. This study provides
a novel method for fabricating SMCs with ceramic oxide as the insulating layers and a
thorough analysis of the interactions between the microstructure, magnetic properties, and
heat-treatment process parameters. These findings are essential for extending the range of
applications for ceramic oxide.
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